Resolution No - IX

Resolved,

“Pursuant to Article X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV of LSP Constitution, various options for internal elections were discussed however National Council felt that internal elections shall be a way to help party grow organically by identifying and nurturing local leaders and internal elections should never take away the focus from party growth and from the actual targets of fighting and winning external elections. Therefore detailed separate deliberations are required and hence this item on agenda may be differed to the next NC meeting.

It was therefore resolved accordingly to get further feedback from National Council members, other key party leaders as well as other sources including various proven election methodology adopted and used successfully by other democratic political parties world over. The Chairperson, National Organization Development Committee (NODC) accordingly was requested to submit a report through National Steering Committee (NSC) within the appropriate time but before the next National council meeting for taking final decision.

-Sd-

Surendra Srivastava
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